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Purpose: Hearing loss (HL) is the most common sensory disorder
in children. Prompt molecular diagnosis may guide screening and
management, especially in syndromic cases when HL is the single
presenting feature. Exome sequencing (ES) is an appealing diagnostic
tool for HL as the genetic causes are highly heterogeneous.

Methods: ES was performed on a prospective cohort of 43
probands with HL. Sequence data were analyzed for primary and
secondary findings. Capture and coverage analysis was performed for
genes and variants associated with HL.

Results: The diagnostic rate using ES was 37.2%, compared with
15.8% for the clinical HL panel. Secondary findings were discovered
in three patients. For 247 genes associated with HL, 94.7% of the
exons were targeted for capture and 81.7% of these exons were
covered at 20× or greater. Further analysis of 454 randomly selected

HL-associated variants showed that 89% were targeted for capture
and 75% were covered at a read depth of at least 20×.

Conclusion: ES has an improved yield compared with clinical
testing and may capture diagnoses not initially considered due to
subtle clinical phenotypes. Technical challenges were identified,
including inadequate capture and coverage of HL genes. Additional
considerations of ES include secondary findings, cost, and
turnaround time.
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INTRODUCTION
Hearing loss (HL) affects nearly 1 in 500 infants.1,2 More than
half of the cases of congenital or early-onset bilateral
sensorineural HL (BLSNHL) have a genetic cause, the
remainder being either acquired or idiopathic.2,3 Genetic
etiologies can be further divided into isolated (nonsyndromic)
HL or HL associated with dysmorphisms and/or additional
medical problems (syndromic). Nonsyndromic HL comprises
about 70% of genetic cases.4 With the recognition that early
detection and diagnosis of HL improves health outcomes,
hearing screenings have been implemented in the newborn
period5. However, molecular diagnostic ascertainment of the
underlying cause to help guide counseling and management
remains challenging.
One of the challenges of molecular diagnostics for HL is the

high Degree of genetic heterogeneity; approximately 1%

(~250) of human genes are necessary for a functional auditory
system.6 Over 70 genes are implicated in isolated BLSNHL,
for which phenotypic clues are limited to the type and severity
of HL without additional nonaudiological features to help
guide a molecular workup.2 Syndromic cases can be just as
challenging to diagnose, as neonates may not yet have
developed additional clinical features to guide molecular
diagnostics. Moreover, variants in genes known to cause
syndromic HL have been identified in patients with
nonsyndromic HL.7

Due to the high degree of genetic heterogeneity and
phenotypic overlap, HL is well suited to the strengths of
“next-generation sequencing” (NGS). NGS is the basis for a
collection of clinical tests that allow rapid sequencing of
genomic material using a common method.8 Multiple genes
associated with a specific diagnosis may be targeted in “gene
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panels”, and with “exome sequencing” (ES) all protein-coding
exons can be targeted.
The increased scope of ES leads to additional challenges,

including increased cost, lengthy turnaround time, analytic
burden of variants of uncertain significance (VUSs) and
identification of secondary findings unrelated to HL. ES
covers a much larger portion of the genome than targeted
panels. It allows for reanalysis of data for genes newly
associated with HL that were not known initially. However,
the coverage over any given set of genes may be inconsistent.
ES was initially used in the research setting to identify new

HL genes (reviewed in9), and now gene panels are the
molecular diagnostic gold standard for HL if the etiology
remains unknown after evaluation (history, physical exam-
ination, and testing for cytomegalovirus if appropriate).10

Diagnostic rates for these panels range from 16 to 42%, with
greater success in nonsyndromic cases.11–14 Targeted analysis
of the exome to analyze 120 genes—a similar size to current
HL panels—identified causative variants in 33.5% of
patients.15 The strength of NGS genetic testing and potentially
ES in contributing to the management and diagnostic yield
for HL has led to recent recommendations for a “genetics-
first” approach to the etiologic workup.16

We examined the efficacy of ES as a diagnostic tool in HL
by evaluating the diagnostic yield in an expanded list of 247
genes associated with HL, and the capture and coverage across
a broad spectrum of HL loci. We present clinical vignettes to
highlight the strengths and limitations of this approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Institutional Review Board at the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP) approved the Pediatric Sequencing
(PediSeq) Project at the CHOP—part of the National Human
Genome Research Institute Clinical Sequencing Exploratory
Research Consortium. In total, 191 patients were enrolled and
provided informed consent for research ES. Of these
individuals, 43 had HL (the majority had BLSNHL).
Individual patient information was de-identified.
Patients with HL were recruited to the PediSeq project from

the Genetics of Hearing Loss Clinic at the CHOP (Table 1).
Clinical information was based on the clinical documentation.
The primary focus of the study was on BLSNHL, but a small
number of probands with other forms of HL were also
enrolled if a genetic etiology was suspected. Clinical testing (if
approved by insurance) was performed in parallel to research
exome. About one-quarter of the patients (27.9%) were
diagnosed with congenital HL and another quarter (23.3%)
were diagnosed with prelingual HL (defined as being
identified at less than or equal to 1 year of age).
The remainder had postlingual HL (defined as being
identified after 1 year of age). Although there were a few
cases of syndromic HL (9.3%), the majority of cases (90.7%)
were nonsyndromic. Sensorineural HL (SNHL) was the
major type (83.7%). There was one case of conductive HL
(2.3%) and six cases of mixed (sensorineural and conductive)
HL (14%). Two patients had unilateral HL (4.7%), while

the majority had bilateral HL (95.3%). Almost half
the patients had a family history of HL (46.5%) and
approximately half did not (48.8%), although two patients
(4.7%) were unsure whether there was a family history of HL.

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of 43 probands in the
PediSeq study

Parameter Number (%)

Age at onset of HL

Congenital 12 (27.9)

Prelingual (≤1 year old) 10 (23.3)

Postlingual (>1 year old) 21 (48.8)

Characteristics of HL

Syndromic 4 (9.3)

Nonsyndromic 39 (90.7)

Type

Conductive 1 (2.3)

Sensorineural 36 (83.7)

Mixed 6 (14.0)

Laterality

Unilateral 2 (4.7)

Bilateral 41 (95.3)

Family history

Yes 20 (46.5)

No 21 (48.8)

Unknown 2 (4.7)

Sex

Male 19 (44)

Female 24 (56)

Self-reported race

White/Caucasian 26 (60.4)

Black/African-American 1 (2.3)

American Indian 0 (0)

Asian/Pacific Islander 2 (4.7)

Latino 4 (9.3)

Mixed 7 (16.3)

Not reported 3 (7.0)

Self-reported ethnicity

Hispanic 6 (14.0)

Non-Hispanic 30 (69.7)

Mixed 3 (7.0)

Not reported 4 (9.3)

Consanguinity

Yes 1 (2.3)

No 37 (86.1)

Not reported 5 (11.6)

Clinical genetic testing

Any genetic testing 32 (74.4)

Chromosomal microarray 24 (55.8)

CHOP HL panel 4 (9.3)

GJB2 sequencing with reflex testing

on the OtoGenome panel

19 (44.2)

Targeted testing 5 (11.6)

Clinical ES 1 (2.3)
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The demographics of the patient population are provided in
Table 1.
In parallel with research ES, 32 of 43 patients (74.4%) had

gene panel and/or copy-number variant (CNV) analysis
performed (Table 1). Four of 43 patients (9.3%) had the HL
panel available at the CHOP (Sanger sequencing of GJB2
(exons 1 and 2), GJB6 (deletion region), MTRNR1 (entire
gene), and SLC26A4 (exons 6, 9, 10, and 19)). Nineteen of
43 patients (44.2%) had GJB2 sequencing with reflex testing
on OtoGenome version 1 or 2 (71 or 70 genes, respectively;
Partners HealthCare, Boston, MA). Five of 43 patients
(11.6%) had targeted or single-gene testing performed,
including single-gene tests for EYA1, SIX1, SHOX, and
PAX3, as well as Waardenburg syndrome and Usher
Syndrome panel testing. One patient (2.3%) had clinical
ES. Twenty-four of 43 patients (55.8%) had a chromosomal
microarray. Multiple patients had more than one test sent.
Other clinical tests included fragile X testing and distal
motor neuropathy gene panel testing. Fragile X testing was
excluded from the analysis as this has not been associated
with HL.17

Peripheral blood was collected from patients and stored
immediately at 4 °C. Genomic DNA was extracted manually
by standard procedures using the Gentra Puregene Blood Kit
Plus (158489; Qiagen, Germantown, MD) and 3–6 μg was
used for further analysis. Exome capture was performed using
the SureSelect version 4 capture kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA)
and 100-base pair paired-end sequencing was performed on
HiSeq 2500 sequencers (Illumina, San Diego, CA) at the
Bejing Genomics Institute at the CHOP sequencing facility.
The average depth of coverage was 100×. Sequencing reads
were generated in FASTQ format and analyzed using the
PediSeq ES pipeline. Sequences were mapped to human
genome assembly GRCh37.p10. Novoalign (version 3.00.02;
www.novocraft.com) was used for optimal alignment. The
GATK Variant Filtration tool was used to filter reads with low
quality and strand bias. The GATK Depth of Coverage tool
(version 2.2) was used to obtain capture and coverage
statistics of exons and genomic positions. Quality control
steps during variant calling included minBaseQuality 20/
minMappingQuality 20 settings and exclusion of variants
with a depth of coverage of fewer than 10 reads. CNVs were
identified using the R package ExomeDepth.18 Each sample
was compared with the entire PediSeq cohort. An average of
79 CNVs per individual were identified. Rare variants were
filtered by comparing their frequency against the frequency
within our internal cohort and the Database of Genomic
Variants. Ten validation samples with previously identified
causative HL pathogenic variants (PV), including three CNVs,
were run through the pipeline blinded. Each of these
diagnoses was captured and identified on ES (Supplementary
Table 1).
A list of 247 genes related to HL was manually curated

using information from the Gene List Automatically Derived
For You gene list generator using the terms “hearing loss” and
“deafness”19 and previously established HL gene panels (listed

at genetests.org20) (Supplementary Table 2). From reports in
the literature, 72 genes had nonsyndromic presentations, 154
had syndromic phenotypes and 21 had syndromic and
nonsyndromic phenotypes. This gene list was used as a
primary filter to examine capture by the Agilent SureSelect
version 4 kit and coverage of HL-associated genes. Exon
coverage was defined by the percentage of the bases in the
exon covered at 20× sequencing depth. Previous work
suggested that 8× and 13× are the minimums for calling
homozygous and heterozygous variants, respectively.21 At a
level of 20× coverage, there is enough power to detect
heterozygous variants with at least a 20% variant allele
frequency.22

Some 14,598 variants were associated with the 247 HL genes
in the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD)—a
collection of genetic variants associated with human disease.23

For each gene, up to two variants within exon boundaries
were randomly selected for coverage analysis using our ES
platform. These variants were then manually curated to
ensure each variant had been reported with a HL phenotype
(as not all annotated variants in the HGMD may be truly
associated with disease24), yielding 454 variants selected for
capture and coverage analysis (Supplementary Table 3).
For primary analysis, variants were generated from the 247

genes in our HL gene list using the Exome Aggregation
Consortium database (minor allele frequency (MAF) <0.05)
and our internal cohort (MAF <5%) as filters. Variants were
not limited to HGMD variants. Variants were analyzed
according to American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics standards.25 Exome analysts were blinded to the
clinical test results. The rare variants were manually assigned a
pathogenicity call (benign, likely benign, VUS, likely patho-
genic, or pathogenic). Similarly, for secondary findings, the
variants were generated using the same filters (Exome
Aggregation Consortium: MAF <0.05%; internal cohort: MAF
<5%) from a set of 2,956 medically actionable genes developed
from the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man compendium,
genetests.org and the HGMD. All rare missense variants were
then filtered against the HGMD database, and only those
reported in the HGMD were analyzed to determine patho-
genicity. Frameshift, insertions/deletions, splice-site and non-
sense variants were analyzed irrespective of whether or not they
were reported in the HGMD. We categorized the results into
immediately medically actionable, childhood- or adult-onset
medically actionable, and carrier status. For the carrier status,
we interpreted similar rare variants within 185 autosomal
recessive disorder genes. Secondary findings were analyzed for
all patients, although 7 of 43 probands (16.3%) opted out of
specific secondary findings (Table 2). A clinical laboratory
director certified by the American Board of Medical Genetics
and Genomics confirmed all variant calls. Parental studies were
performed as required to verify inheritance. Clinical Sanger
sequencing confirmed the variants identified by ES before the
results were returned to the patient.
After the initial analysis, we reviewed the literature and

attempted to expand the gene list. No new pathogenic
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findings were reportable after re-running the samples. There
were VUS in genes of limited clinical validity, which did not
meet our reportable criteria. At the time of revision, updated
clinical ES identified a likely pathogenic variant in
AMMECR1, which was not included in this analysis.

RESULTS
A genetic diagnosis for HL was identified in 17 of 43 probands
(39.5%), with research ES identifying a diagnosis in 16 of 43
probands (37.2%) (Tables 2 and 3). CNVs were identified in
three patients, although none definitively contributed to the
patient's HL. One patient had a deletion on chr1q24.2
containing SLC19A2, which causes autosomal recessive
thiamine-responsive megaloblastic anemia syndrome, pro-
gressive SNHL, and diabetes mellitus, but sequencing of the
other allele was normal. Another patient had a deletion on
chr15q13.1, although this was also present in the patient’s son
who did not have HL. The third patient had a small
duplication on 22q11.2, which was called as a VUS. Three
of 19 patients (15.8%) received a diagnosis by GJB2
sequencing with reflex testing on the OtoGenome panel.
Neither the four patients with the CHOP HL panel nor the
five patients with targeted testing received a genetic diagnosis
through clinical testing. For the 17 diagnosed cases, the
inheritance pattern was recessive for 11 cases (64.7%),

dominant for 5 cases (29.4%), and X-linked for 1 case
(5.9%) (Table 2). Of the 11 recessive cases, 5 (29.4%) were
homozygous and 6 (35.3%) were compound heterozygotes. Of
the 5 dominant cases, 3 (17.6%) were inherited dominant PV
and 2 (11.8%) were de novo dominant PV. ES did not identify
a primary diagnosis for 26 out of 43 probands (60.5%).
The majority of families in this cohort chose to be notified

of secondary findings (Tables 2 and 3). Two probands (4.7%)
had immediately medically actionable secondary findings in 3
genes associated with familial hypercholesterolemia,
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and retinitis pigmentosa. One
proband (2.3%) had an adult-onset medically actionable
secondary finding in a gene associated with hereditary breast
and ovarian cancer. Carrier status was identified in 27 patients
(63%) during analysis for secondary findings.
To further examine the diagnostic capabilities of ES for HL,

capture and coverage analysis was performed for the 247
pathogenic HL genes (4,421 exons; Fig. 1a, b) and 454
variants (Fig. 1c, d), as described in the “Materials, patients
and methods” section. The capture kit used for ES targeted
94.7% of the exons of the 247 HL genes and 89% of these
variants for capture. Coverage of an exon was defined as at
least 20×. In total, 81.7% of the captured exons had coverage
over the entire exon. For 3.8% of captured exons, 90 to <100%
coverage of the exon was seen. For 4.1% of captured exons, 70
to <90% coverage of the exon was seen. For 4.3% of captured
exons, 40 to <70% coverage of the exon was seen. For 6.1% of
captured exons, <40% coverage of the exon was seen. In total,
75.0% of variants were fully covered (defined as at least 20×),
17.6% had 10 to <20× coverage, 6.4% had 1 to <10× coverage,
and the remainder had <1× coverage. The exons and variants
that did not have at least 20× coverage in 50% of samples are
identified in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4.
We assessed the capture and coverage by ES for three

specific genes associated with HL: GJB2, OTOA, and STRC
(Fig. 1e, f). GJB2 is the most common molecular cause of HL.
OTOA and STRC were selected as they both have highly
homologous pseudogenes that complicate molecular diagnos-
tics. One out of two GJB2 exons was targeted for capture, and
the targeted exon had poor coverage. For 3 differentially
spliced OTOA transcripts, 70% of the 30 exons were targeted
for capture. Experimentally, 70% of the OTOA exons had at
least 90% of the sequence covered at 20×, while about 30% of
the OTOA exons had less than 40% coverage at 20×. For
STRC, 7 of 29 exons (24.1%) were targeted for capture. Of
these exons, 13% were well covered (>90 to <100% at 20×),
3% were mostly covered (>70 to 90% at 20×), and the
majority (83%) were not covered (<40% coverage at 20×).

Illustrative case examples
BRCA1 variant as an example of a medically actionable
secondary finding
A 4-month-old girl with history of nasolacrimal duct
obstruction presented after failing her newborn hearing
screen. Family history, including her three older siblings,
was negative for HL but significant for a paternal aunt with

Table 2 Primary and secondary findings

Parameter Proportion (%)

Primary diagnosis

Diagnosis made in study 17/43 (39.5)

Diagnosis made by research exome 16/43 (37.2)

Diagnosis made by chromosomal microarray 0/24 (0)

CNV identified on chromosomal microarray 3/24 (12.5)

Diagnosis made by GJB2 sequencing with reflex

testing on the OtoGenome panel

3/19 (15.8)

Diagnosis by the CHOP HL panel 0/4 (0)

Diagnosis by targeted clinical testing 0/5 (0)

No diagnosis made 26/43 (60.5)

Inheritance pattern for 17 diagnosed cases

Dominant, inherited 3/17 (17.6)

Dominant, de novo 2/17 (11.8)

X-linked 1/17 (5.9)

Recessive, homozygous 5/17 (29.4)

Recessive, compound heterozygous 6/17 (35.3)

Secondary findings

Immediately medically actionable 2/43 (4.7)

Adult-onset medically actionable 1/43 (2.3)

Carrier status 27/43 (63)

Opted out of secondary findings

Probands opting out of at least one category 7/43 (16.3)

Immediately medically actionable 2/43 (4.7)

Adult-onset medically actionable 4/43 (9.3)

Carrier status 6/43 (14.0)
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Table 3 Patients in the study

Subject Clinical information Clinical tests ordered Primary/possibly related

variants from research exome

Secondary findings

from research

exome

Diagnosis

by

research

ES

Diagnosis by

clinical test

P02 Moderate to severe

BLSNHL

OtoGenome: positive

(pathogenic: GJB2

comp. het. c.-23

+1G>A; c.71G>A [p.

Trp24X])

Positive: GJB2: pathogenic,

c.71G>A (pTrp24X); MYO15A:

pathogenic, c.3311dupG (p.

Glu1105Terfs) and pathogenic,

c.5925G>A (p.Trp1975Ter) on

the same allele

MA carrier: GNE,

c.2179G>A (p.

Val727Leu)

No (did not

identify

intronic

variant)

Yes

P05 Bilateral mixed HL,

hypoplastic R cochlear

nerve, ectopic atrial

tachycardia-mediated

cardiomyopathy, short

stature

SNP array: normal;

SHOX: normal; ES

(Baylor College of

Medicine): initially

negative. Updated

report in 2017

(AMMECR1: likely

pathogenic,

c.524_528dupGGCTT

[p.F177fs])

Inconclusive: LOXHD1: VUS,

c.2469C>A (p.Asn823Lys);

MYH14: VUS, c.3506G>A (p.

Arg1169Gln); OTOF: VUS,

c.2034_2042dupTGCCGGGGA

(p.

Asp681_Leu682insAlaGlyAsp)

None No No, but clinical

reanalysis

reported a

likely

pathogenic

result in 2017

P10 BLSNHL SNP array: inconclusive.

15q13.1del

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (SLC17A8:

VUS, c.547G>A [p.

Gly183Arg])

Inconclusive: LRTOMT: VUS,

c.-704+1G>A

IMA: TNNI3,

c.485G>A (p.

Arg162Gln); IMA:

LDLR, c.1003G>A (p.

Gly335Ser); carrier:

AGL, c.664+3A>G;

carrier: BTD,

c.1330G>C (p.

Asp444His)

No No

P12 Mild BLSNHL SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (TECTA:

VUS, c.4304C>T [p.

Arg1462Cys]; USH1C:

likely pathogenic,

c.2167C>T [p.

Gln723X]; LOXHD1:

VUS, c.5437G>A [p.

Val1813Ile]; CPR98:

VUS, c.7867G>A [p.

Glu2623Lys])

Inconclusive: TECTA: VUS,

c.4304C>T (p.Arg1462Cys)

Carrier: USH1C,

c.2167C>T (p.

Gln723Ter); carrier:

G6PD, (comp. het.):

c.202G>A (p.

Val68Met); c.376A>G

(p.Asn126Asp)

No No

P22 Mild BLSNHL, myopia SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (POU4F3:

VUS, c.103T>C [p.

Cys35Arg])

None Carrier: MUTYH,

c.1187G>A (p.

Gly396Asp)

No No

P29 Moderate to profound

BLSNHL

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (TMPRSS3:

VUS, c.1152G>T [p.

Met384Ile])

Inconclusive: TMPRSS3: VUS,

c.1152G>T (p.Met384Ile)

IMA: RHO, c.491C>T

(p.Ala164Val); carrier:

BTD, c.1330G>C (p.

Asp444His)

No No

P47 Conductive HL, thin

upper lip, prominent

maxilla, small size

SNP array: normal Positive: EFTUD2: pathogenic,

c.764dup (p.Cys256Valfs*6)

None Yes No (gene not

on

OtoGenome)
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Table 3 continued

Subject Clinical information Clinical tests ordered Primary/possibly related

variants from research exome

Secondary findings

from research

exome

Diagnosis

by

research

ES

Diagnosis by

clinical test

P50 Mild to moderate

BLSNHL, lip pits,

autism

SNP array: normal; BAC

array: normal; IRF6:

negative; fragile X:

normal

Inconclusive: OTOG: VUS,

c.4877C>T (p.Pro1626Leu)

Carrier: DNAH5,

c.4348C>T (p.

Gln1450Ter); carrier:

DHCR7, c.461C>G (p.

Thr154Arg); carrier:

ABCA4, c.5882G>A

(p.Gly1961Glu)

No No

P52 Profound BLSNHL, all

growth parameters

>95th percentile

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

positive (SLC264A4;

pathogenic, hom.

c.2089+1G>A)

Positive: SLC26A4: pathogenic,

hom. c.2089+1G>A

None Yes Yes

P53 Moderate to profound

BLSNHL, vestibular

disorder

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

negative

Inconclusive: OTOG: VUS,

c.433G>A (p.Gly145Ser)

Carrier: PLEC,

c.1141C>T (p.

Gln381Ter); carrier:

PYGM, c.1094C>T (p.

Ala365Val)

No No

P56 Moderate to profound

BLSNHL, family history

of syndromic HL

SNP array: normal Inconclusive: DFNB31: VUS,

c.191C>A (p.Ala64Asp)

None No No

P58 Moderate to severe

BLSNHL, mild dystopia

canthorum,

hemangioma on L

anterior leg

None Positive: GJB2: pathogenic,

hom. c.35delG (p.Gly12Valfs*2)

Carrier: IDUA,

c.208C>T (p.

Gln70Ter); carrier:

FLG, c.1501C>T (p.

Arg501Ter); carrier:

SEPN1, c.943G>A (p.

Gly315Ser)

Yes No (none

performed, but

probably

would have

been detected

if OtoGenome

had been

performed)

P60 Severe to profound

BLSNHL

None None Carrier: CFTR,

c.1520_1522delTCT

(p.Phe508delPhe)

No No (one

performed)

P63 Dysmorphia

(telecanthus,

posteriorly rotated

ears), mild to

moderate BLSNHL,

hypotonia, sacral

dimple, motor delays,

abnormal eye

movements,

tapetoretinal

degeneration

identified on MRI

SNP array: normal;

PAX3 seq.: normal

Positive: PEX1: pathogenic,

comp. het., c.3379_3380in (p.

Arg1127Profs*9); c.2528G>A

(p.Gly843Asp)

Carrier: ENAM,

c.1259_1260insAG (p.

Pro422Valfs); carrier:

GJB2, c.35delG (p.

Gly12Valfs)

Yes No (gene not

on

OtoGenome)

P64 Mild to moderately

severe BLSNHL, hip

dysplasia

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (LOXHD1:

VUS, c.1570C>T [p.

Arg524Cys])

Inconclusive: LOXHD1: VUS,

c.1570C>T (p.Arg524Cys)

Carrier: GALT,

c.940A>G (p.

Asn314Asp)

No No
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Table 3 continued

Subject Clinical information Clinical tests ordered Primary/possibly related

variants from research exome

Secondary findings

from research

exome

Diagnosis

by

research

ES

Diagnosis by

clinical test

P65 Moderate BLSNHL,

developmental delay,

speech delay

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V1:

inconclusive (COL11A2:

VUS, c.3932A>G [p.

Asn1311Ser]; KCNQ4:

VUS, c.1325T>C [p.

Met442Thr]; MYO3A:

VUS, c.2275A>T [p.

Asn759Tyr]; TJP2: VUS,

c.1144_1146delATT [p.

Ile382del])

Inconclusive: COL11A2: VUS,

c.3932A>G (p.Asn1311Ser)

None No No

P66 Severe BLSNHL None Positive: GJB2: pathogenic,

hom. c.35delG (p.Gly12Valfs*2)

None Yes No (none

performed, but

probably

would have

been detected

if OtoGenome

had been

performed)

P69 Severe to profound

BLSNHL

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (LOXHD1;

VUS, c.1570C>T [p.

Arg524Cys])

Inconclusive: LOXHD1: VUS,

c.1570C>T (p.Arg524Cys);

OTOG: VUS, c.952G>A (p.

Ala318Thr)

Carrier: GALT,

c.940A>G (p.

Asn314Asp)

No No

P74 Moderate BLSNHL,

Asperger’s syndrome

None Inconclusive: USH2A: VUS,

c.8200G>A (p.Val2734Met)

Carrier: BTD,

c.1330G>C (p.

Asp446His)

No No

P79 Unilateral (L-sided)

severe SNHL, R ear tag

EYA1 seq. del./dup.:

negative; SIX1 seq.:

negative

None Carrier: CFTR,

c.1520_1522delTCT

(p.Phe508delPhe);

carrier: GALT,

c.940A>G (p.

Asn314Asp)

No No

P80 Severe to profound

BLSNHL

None Inconclusive: MARVELD2: VUS,

c.1660G>A (p.Val554Ile)

None No No

P81 Moderate BLSNHL SNP array: normal;

CHOP HL panel:

negative

Inconclusive: COL9A2: VUS,

c.2059A>G (p.Lys687Glu);

OTOG: VUS, c.1876C>T (p.

Arg626Trp)

None No No

P86 Profound BLSNHL SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

positive pathogenic;

GJB2: hom. c.35delG

(p.Gly12fs)

Positive: GJB2: pathogenic,

hom. c.35delG (p.Gly12Valfs*2)

Adult MA: BRCA1,

c.5503C>T (p.

Arg1835Ter); carrier:

GALT, c.940A>G (p.

Asn314Asp)

Yes Yes

P90 Moderate to profound

BLSNHL

SNP array: normal;

fragile X: normal;

Waardenburg/MITF and

SOX10 seq. del./dup.:

negative; OtoGenome

V2: inconclusive

Positive: SMPX: pathogenic,

c.133-1G>A

Carrier: PKHD1,

c.5448_5449insAT (p.

Val1817Metfs*6)

Yes No (gene not

on

OtoGenome)
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Table 3 continued

Subject Clinical information Clinical tests ordered Primary/possibly related

variants from research exome

Secondary findings

from research

exome

Diagnosis

by

research

ES

Diagnosis by

clinical test

(DFNB31: VUS,

c.2569C>T [p.

Gln857X]; MYO15A:

VUS, c.7367C>G [p.

Ala2456Gly]; USH2A:

VUS, c.3043C>T [p.

His1015Tyr])

P92 Mild to moderate

BLSNHL

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (LOXHD1:

pathogenic, c.4480C>T

[p.Arg1494X];

MYO15A: VUS,

c.4848C>G [p.

Phe1616Leu]; WFS1:

VUS, c.1297G>A [p.

Ala433Thr]; LOXHD1:

likely benign; revised to

VUS, c.4526G>A [p.

Gly1509Glu])

Positive: LOXHD1: comp. het.,

pathogenic, c5085+847_5085

+859dup (p.Glu599Leufs*23);

c.4480C>T (p.Arg1494*)

None Yes No (only 1

LOXHD1

variant,

c4480C>T [p.

Arg1494X],

was reported

in the clinical

report)

P93 Moderate to severe

BLSNHL

SNP array: normal;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (GJB2:

pathogenic, -23

+1G>A; STRC: likely

pathogenic, 3307-

5T>G; HGF: VUS,

c.983G>T [p.

Arg328Leu])

Inconclusive: CACNA1D: VUS,

c.2310C>A (p.Ile770=); HGF:

VUS, c.983G>T (p.Arg328Leu)

Carrier: MUTYH,

c.1228_1229insGG (p.

Glu410Glyfs)

No No

P95 BLSNHL None Inconclusive: LOXHD1: VUS,

c.3962G>C (p.Gly1321Ala);

ADGRV1: VUS, c.17992G>A (p.

Val5998Met); OTOF: VUS,

c.5938G>T (p.Ala1980Ser)

Carrier: HBB, c.20A>T

(p.Glu7Val)

No NA

P101 Mild to moderate

BLSNHL,

macrocephaly,

anklyglossia,

frenotomy, R lower lip

hemangioma

OtoGenome V2:

negative

Positive: SIX1: pathogenic,

c.460A>T (p.Lys154*)

Carrier: CFTR,

c.3454G>C (p.

Asp1152His)

Yes No (gene not

on

OtoGenome)

P104 BLSNHL None Inconclusive: TECTA: VUS,

c.3854G>C (p.Cys1285Ser);

OTOG: VUS, c.5381T>C (p.

Leu1794Pro)

None No NA

P109 Profound BLSNHL,

elevated W-index

SNP array: normal;

Waardenburg: negative

Inconclusive: TMC1: VUS,

c.938T>C (p.Phe313Ser); TMC1:

VUS, c.624C>A (p.Ser208Arg);

CDH23: VUS, c.1583G>A (p.

Arg528His); MYH9: VUS,

c.3340T>C (p.Ser1114Pro)

None No No
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Table 3 continued

Subject Clinical information Clinical tests ordered Primary/possibly related

variants from research exome

Secondary findings

from research

exome

Diagnosis

by

research

ES

Diagnosis by

clinical test

P111 BLSNHL OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (CDH23:

VUS, c.7517G>A [p.

Arg2506Gln]; MYO6:

VUS, c.2716T>C [p.

Ser506Pro]; POU4F3:

VUS, c.403C>T [p.

Pro135Ser])

Inconclusive: MYO6: VUS,

c.2716T>C (p.Ser906Pro);

CDH23: VUS, c.7517G>A (p.

Arg2506Gln); POU4F3: VUS,

c.403C>T (p.Pro135Ser)

Carrier: ALPL,

c.571G>A (p.

Glu191Lys); carrier:

SERPINA1, c.1096G>A

(p.Glu366Lys)

No No

P112 Mild to moderate

BLSNHL with a

conductive

component

SNP array: inconclusive,

22q11.21dup;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (STRC:

pathogenic, c.4701

+1G>A; STRC: VUS,

c.4917_4918delinsCT

[p.Leu1640Phe]; OTOF:

VUS, c.154G>A [p.

Val52Met]; PCDH15:

VUS, c.2102C>T [p.

Ala701Val])

Positive: STRC: comp. het.,

pathogenic, c.4918C>T (p.

Leu1640Phe) and c.4701

+1G>A; OTOF: VUS, c.154G>A

(p.Val52Met); PCDH15: VUS,

c.2102C>T (p.Ala701Val)

None Yes No (only 1

STRC variant

called

pathogenic in

the clinical

report)

P118 BLSNHL SNP array: inconclusive,

1q24.2 del; SLC19A2

seq.: negative;

OtoGenome V2:

inconclusive (ACTG1:

VUS, c.521C>G [p.

Ala174Gly])

Inconclusive: ACTG1: VUS,

c.521C>G (p.Ala174Gly)

Carrier: PAH,

c.1139C>T (p.

Thr380Met); carrier:

ATM, c.788delT (p.

Tyr264Ilefs)

No No

P124 Bilateral mixed HL,

developmental delay,

learning disability,

dysmorphic features

Array CGH: normal;

FISH 22q: normal,

karyotype: normal;

fragile X: negative

None NA No No

P128-1 Mild BLSNHL with

conductive

component in R ear,

cupped ears with

bilateral small

preauricular pits, deep

R branchial sinus cleft

None Positive: EYA1: pathogenic,

c.1615G>T (p.Glu539X)

Carrier: DHCR7, c.964-

1G>C

Yes No (none

performed, but

probably

would have

been detected

if OtoGenome

had been

performed)

P128-2 Bilateral mixed HL None Positive: EYA1: pathogenic,

c.1615G>T (p.Glu539*)

Carrier: GLDC,

c.499G>T (p.

Glu167Ter)

Yes No (none

performed, but

probably

would have

been detected

if OtoGenome

had been

performed)

P130 Mild BLSNHL SNP array: normal;

fragile X: negative;

Waardenburg:

Inconclusive: GJB2: pathogenic,

c.101T>C (p.Met34Thr);

MYO15A: pathogenic, c.8714-

Carrier: FANCC,

c.356_360delCTCAT

(p.Ser119Tyrfs)

No No
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Table 3 continued

Subject Clinical information Clinical tests ordered Primary/possibly related

variants from research exome

Secondary findings

from research

exome

Diagnosis

by

research

ES

Diagnosis by

clinical test

negative; OtoGenome

V2: inconclusive (GJB2:

pathogenic, c.101T>C

[p.Met34Thr];

MYO15A: pathogenic,

c.8714-1G>A; ESPN:

VUS, c.1048C>T [p.

Pro350Ser]; TRIOBP:

VUS, c.4666G>A [p.

Glu1556Lys])

1G>A; ESPN: VUS, c.1048C>T

(p.Pro350Ser)

P145 Unilateral R SNHL,

constipation, intestinal

pseudo-obstruction, R

auditory neuropathy,

autism spectrum

disorder

None None Carrier: SERPINA1,

c.863A>T (p.

Glu288Val)

No NA

P146 Mild to moderate

BLSNHL

CHOP HL panel:

negative

Positive: OTOG: pathogenic,

hom. c.2500C>T (p.Gln834*)

Carrier: PAH,

c.194T>C (p.Ile65Thr)

Yes No (gene not

on

OtoGenome)

P149-1 Moderate to severe

BLSNHL

CHOP HL panel:

negative

Positive: MYO15A: pathogenic,

comp. het., c.5055dup;

c.1721G>C and c.6580>T (p.

Asp1686Glnfs*13;p.Arg574Pro;

p.Arg2194Trp)

None Yes No (but

probably

would have

been

detected if

Otogenome

had been

performed)

P149-2 Moderate to severe

BLSNHL

CHOP HL panel:

negative

Positive: MYO15A: pathogenic,

comp. het., c.5055dup,

c.1721G>C and c.6580>T (p.

Asp1686Glnfs*13;p.Arg574Pro;

p.Arg2194Trp)

Carrier: SLC25A13,

c.468+1G>C

Yes No (but

probably

would

have been

detected if

Otogenome

had been

performed)

P165 BLSNHL (L: severe to

profound; R: mild to

moderate)

None Inconclusive: CDH23: VUS,

c.8248G>A (p.Val2750Met)

None No NA

P178 Mild BLSNHL, axonal

motor neuropathy,

tarsal coalition,

nephrolithiasis

Distal motor

neuropathy panel

(prevention genetics):

negative

Positive: COCH: pathogenic,

c.1625G>T (p.Cys542Phe)

None Yes No (but

probably

would have

been detected

if OtoGenome

had been

performed)
BAC bacterial artificial chromosome, CGH comparative genomic hybridization, comp. het. compound heterozygous, del. deletion, dup. duplication, FISH fluorescence in
situ hybridization, hom. homozygous, IMA immediately medically actionable, L left, MA medically actionable, MRI magnetic resonance imaging, NA not available, R right,
seq. sequencing, VUS variant of uncertain significance, ES exome sequencing
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ovarian cancer. Both research ES and clinical GJB2 sequencing
identified homozygous PV in GJB2 (c.35delG; p.G12fs). ES
also discovered a pathogenic variant (c.5503C>T; p.R1835*)
in BRCA1—a well-known tumor suppressor associated with
autosomal dominant hereditary breast and ovarian cancer.
This case demonstrates the importance of secondary findings
from ES. This patient has a significantly increased cancer risk,
and it is likely that other family members do as well. These
results were returned with genetic counseling and the family
was scheduled for follow-up in a cancer genetics clinic.

ES identifies molecular etiology before clinical features are
available to guide diagnostic testing

A six-day-old boy was evaluated for dysmorphic features and
mild to moderate BLSNHL, which was diagnosed after a failed
newborn hearing screen. Physical examination revealed
three fontanels, a sacral dimple, telecanthus, posteriorly
rotated ears, and head lag. The family history was negative
for both HL and dysmorphic features, including a healthy
older brother. Given the combination of telecanthus and HL,
targeted PAX3 gene testing to evaluate for Waardenburg
syndrome type I and chromosomal microarray was
requested. Both tests returned normal results. Research ES
identified two PV in the PEX1 gene, consistent with
Zellweger syndrome—a peroxisomal biogenesis disorder. Over
the next few months, additional features of peroxisomal
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Fig. 1 Capture and coverage analysis for all HL genes, selected variants, and selected HL genes. a Distribution of exons for HL genes that are
targeted for capture by the Agilent SureSelect version 4 capture kit. b Coverage data by exon. c Distribution of selected variants from HL genes that are
targeted for capture by the Agilent SureSelect version 4 capture kit. d Coverage data by variant. e Distribution of exons of GJB2, OTOA, and STRC that are
targeted for capture by the Agilent SureSelect version 4 capture kit. f Coverage data by exon
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biogenesis disorders became evident, such as hypotonia,
severe developmental delay, abnormal eye movements, and
tapetoretinal degeneration identified by magnetic resonance
imaging.
A five-week-old newborn female presented for small size

and conductive HL. Physical examination was notable for
growth in the fifth to tenth percentile, a thin upper lip, and
prominent maxilla. At 28 months, she had delayed expressive
and receptive language and mild behavioral problems. Family
history, including her two siblings, was negative for any
hearing impairment or developmental delays. The results of a
chromosomal microarray were normal. ES performed through
the PediSeq research study identified a de novo frameshift
variant in the EFTUD2 gene (c.764dup; p.Cys256Valfs*6)
associated with autosomal dominant mandibulofacial dysos-
tosis with microcephaly, which is associated with conductive
HL and characteristic facial features.
Although variants in PEX1 and EFTUD2 result in

syndromic HL, these genes are not present on any HL gene
panels in the United States.20 In both cases, ES was essential
for early diagnosis before the additional syndromic features
were present.

ES identifies a diagnosis not present on standard clinical
testing
A 2-year-old male presented with language delay and
progressive moderate to profound BLSNHL, necessitating
hearing aids. The proband had three brothers with normal
hearing. His mother had congenital progressive unilateral
SNHL, also necessitating a hearing aid. The maternal
grandfather had BLSNHL. The patient was consented for
research ES in the PediSeq study while connexin 26 (GJB2)
sequencing with reflex testing on the OtoGenome panel,
Waardenburg syndrome testing, and chromosomal micro-
array analysis were requested.
OtoGenome and research ES revealed three VUSs (one

missense heterozygous variant each in DFNB31, MYO15A,
and USH2A). Chromosomal microarray and Waardenburg
syndrome testing returned normal results. ES also identified a
maternally inherited pathogenic variant in the SMPX gene
(c.133-1G>A). PV in SMPX cause X-linked dominant
nonsyndromic HL, characterized by SNHL starting in the
first decade of life for males.26–28 This explains the family
history of unilateral HL in the mother and BLSNHL in the
grandfather, as the onset and severity of the condition are
more variable for females. In this case, ES identified the
genetic etiology, as the OtoGenome panel did not include
SMPX.

Clinical testing, but not ES, provides the diagnosis
An 11-year-old female presented with mild to moderately
severe BLSNHL. The proband had no family history of HL.
The patient was consented for research ES while connexin 26
(GJB2) sequencing with reflex testing on the OtoGenome
panel were requested. Research ES identified a single
pathogenic variant in the GJB2 gene (c.71G>A; p.W24*).

Clinical testing identified the same GJB2 pathogenic variant as
ES and an additional pathogenic variant present in intron 1
(noncoding) of the GJB2 gene (c.-23+1G>A). This intronic
variant was not identified using ES because the intron was not
targeted by the capture kit. This case demonstrates a potential
limitation of ES as a diagnostic tool, and the importance of
carefully examining the coverage of any genes associated with
the phenotype being evaluated.

DISCUSSION
Research ES on a cohort of 43 patients with HL identified a
molecular etiology in 37.2% of probands, similar to the 39%
diagnostic rate reported for the OtoSCOPE HL gene panel.13

In comparison, 15.8% of the probands that had GJB2
sequencing with reflex testing on the OtoGenome panel
received a diagnosis.
Clinical testing was limited due to insurance, so we

examined the variants for cases diagnosed by research ES.
We estimate that 9 of 16 patients would receive a molecular
etiology by OtoGenome testing, assuming that any variant in
a covered region would be detected. Seven patients had
variants in COCH, GJB2, MYO15A, or EYA1 that would
probably have been detected by OtoGenome testing. For five
other cases, the causative gene was not included in the
OtoGenome testing (EFTUD2, PEX1, SMPX, SIX1, and
OTOG), although SIX1 is included in the current OtoGenome
test. For two cases, OtoGenome testing did not confirm both
variants detected on ES.
This study demonstrates that poor capture and coverage is a

limitation of the use of ES in the genetic diagnosis of HL.
Incomplete capture may lead to a failed diagnosis, such as the
proband with an intronic GJB2 PV that was identified by
clinical testing but not ES. ES may be limited due to poor
sequencing coverage issues (e.g., homopolymeric regions or
GC-rich regions) or mapping issues (e.g., pseudogenes or
large deletions), as demonstrated by the coverage of STRC
and OTOA. Improvements in capture technology and
enrichment for known disease genes to optimize the capture
and coverage of HL genes will improve the performance of ES
in the future. Targeted Sanger sequencing can supplement
consistently poorly covered regions in exome-based
testing. This finding suggests that tiered clinical testing may
be beneficial. Examples of tiered clinical testing for HL
include GJB2 gene testing with reflex testing of smaller
panels (some of which are now exome-based “slices”, in which
ES is performed and a list of HL genes are analyzed first,
and then reflex testing of the full ES is offered if desired)
before ES.
CNVs are implicated in 18.7% of HL cases with a genetic

etiology, about 86% of which are CNVs in STRC and OTOA.29

Our validation cases showed that CNVs are detected by ES,
but in our cohort, we did not find any pathogenic deletions or
duplications in GJB2, OTOA or STRC. Genes and pseudo-
genes with high homology can create ambiguity in mapping
of the short reads. Thus, CNV calling using short-read ES in
genes with pseudogenes, such as OTOA and STRC, is
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challenging. This is one of the shortcomings of the short-read
sequencing technology. Supplementation of ES with array
comparative genomic hybridization may be helpful in CNV
detection.
The use of ES for molecularly diagnosing HL provides some

benefits over standard genetic diagnostic protocols. In cases of
nonsyndromic HL, early diagnosis may help direct care for
associated medical comorbidities (e.g., in patients with
Usher, Pendred, Jervell, or Lange–Nielsen syndromes).
Additionally, ES may identify novel candidate genes,
diagnoses that would not be identified with targeted testing,
or diagnoses associated with syndromic HL when the
additional clinical features are not present to help guide
testing, as seen in the above cases. If a primary diagnosis is not
found initially, the diagnostic yield may be improved by
reanalysis when additional genotype or phenotype informa-
tion is available, such as the revised clinical ES report with a
likely PV in AMMECR1, which we are examining for clinical
relevance.
Another consideration is that ES has a high likelihood of

identifying VUS, especially in under-represented minority
populations for whom there are less robust control genomic
data. This can complicate the counseling of affected families.
As more patients undergo ES, there will be more opportu-
nities to share data that will improve the identification of
nonpathogenic variants compared with pathogenic variants,
as well as the racial distribution of these variants, thereby
decreasing the uncertainty associated with broad-scale
genomic tests. Although our study did not examine cost
and turnaround time (for both, the sequencing as well as the
variant analysis), these will continue to decrease, making ES
more competitive.
The rate of secondary findings of almost 7% in our cohort is

not much higher than the rate of 4.6% previously published
by Yang et al.30 The BRCA1 case discussed above highlights
the importance of informed consent for ES and the benefit
that identifying secondary findings may have for the entire
family. Additionally, in almost two-thirds of the patients,
carrier status was identified that may alter future reproductive
decisions. While the identification of medically actionable
secondary findings may have the benefit of early diagnosis,
counseling and management, this should be undertaken only
if desired and consented by the families, as some may find this
information overwhelming and undesirable.
In summary, ES is a potentially powerful tool for the

molecular diagnosis of HL. It has enabled the molecular
identification of HL genes not present on gene panels and the
identification of unsuspected molecular etiologies, and
performed well for identifying common genetic causes of
HL. Limitations and concerns remain around the ability of ES
to provide adequate coverage for all genes, exons, and variants
known to cause HL at the same rate as targeted gene tests or
HL gene panels. Tiered genetic testing or exome “slices” may
be a solution to address these issues. Additional considera-
tions include the identification of VUSs and secondary
unrelated findings, as these may complicate counseling for

affected families, but may also lead to the identification of
medically actionable variants.
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